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o. Introduction

Recently, A. Bejancu [1,2J introduced the notion of a CR
submanifold of a Kahler manifold and B. Y. Chen [4,5J, D. E.
Blair and B. Y. Chen [3J and K. Yano and M. Kon [14, 15J had
a lot of very interesting results of this submanifold.

On the other hand, T. Kashiwada [7,8, 9J, ·S. Tachibana [11]
and I. Vaisman [12, 13J studied locally conformal Kahler manifolds
and the author [lOJ considered submanifolds of locally conformal
Kiihler manifolds.

In this paper, we shall consider CR-submanifolds of locally conformal
Kiihler manifolds.

1. Preliminaries

Let M(J, <,), a) be a locally conformal Kiihler manifold (an 1. c.
K-manifold). Then, by definition, at any point of M, there exists a
neighborhood in which a conformal metric <, )*=e-2P<,) is a Kiihler
one, i. e.,

v* (e- 2PJ) =0, dp=a,

where V* is the covariant differentiation with respect to <, )*. By
virtue of the above equation, we get

(1. 1) Wz9) (Y, X) = -<a, Y)ifJ(Z, X) +<X, Ja)<Z, Y)
-<a, X)ifJ(Z, Y) -9(a, Y)<Z, X),

where f7 is the covariant differentiation with respect to <,),

(1. 2) ifJ(X, Y) = <JX, Y)

and we write a (X) =<a, X) for any vector fields X, Yand Z on M.
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(f7zr/J)(Y,X)=-<fJ, Y><Z,X>+<fJ,X><Z, Y>
-<a, Y)rp(Z, X) +<a, X>rp(Z, Y),
(f7y a)X= (f7xa) Y,

The following proposition is well-known [7J;

PROPOSITION 1. 1. A Hermitian manifold M(J, <, » is an 1. c.
K -manifold if and only if, there exists a global I-form a satisfying

(1. 3)

(1. 4)

where <fJ, X> = (Ja, X>.

In an 1. c. K-manifold M, we define a symmetric tensor field P (X, Y)
as

(1. 5) P(Y, X) =- (f7y a)X-a(Y)a(X) + ~ llaI12(y, X),

where lIall denotes the length of the Lee form a with respect to (, >.
In this paper, we assume that the tensor field P is hybrid, that is,

(1.6) P(~ JX) +P(JY, X) =0.

An 1. c. K-manifold M is called an 1. c. K-space form if it has a
constant holomorphic sectional curvature H. Then the Riemannian
curvature tensor. Rof, an 1. c. K-space form M(H) with constant
holomorphic sectional curvature H is given by [7J

(1.7) 4R(X, Y;Z, W)=H{<X, W>(Y,Z>-(X,Z>(Y, W>+
+rp(X, W)rp(Y, Z) -rp(X, Z)rp(Y, W) -2rp(X, Y)rp(Z, W)}
+3 {P(X, W)(Y, Z>-P(X, Z)(Y, W>+(X, W>P(Y, Z)
-(X,Z>P(Y, W)} -P(X, W)rp(Y,Z)+P(X,Z)rp(Y, W)
-rp(X, W)P(Y, Z) +rp(X, Z)P(Y, W) +2 {P(X, Y)rp(Z, W)
+rp(X, Y)P(Z, W)},

where

(1. 7) P(X, Y)=-P(X,JY).

2. Submanifolds of an I. c. K-manifold

Let M(J, (,), a) be a complex m-dimensional 1. c. K-manifold
and 1li be a real n-dimensional Riemannian manifold isometrically
immersed in M. We denote by the same <,> the metric tensor
induced on M. Let 17 be the covariant differentiation with respect to
the induced metric on M. Then the Gauss and Weingarten formulas
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for M are respectively given by

(2.1) i7yX=VyX+lT(Y, X),
(2. 2) i7x~= -AeX+Vj~

for any vector fields Y and X tangent to M and any vector field ~

normal to M, where IT denotes the second fundamental form and Ill.
the linear connection, called the normal connection, induced in the
normal bundle Tl.M. The second fundamental tensor Ae is related to
u by

(2.3) (AeX, Y)=(lT(X, Y), ~).

For any vector field U tangent to M, we put

(2.4) JU=TU+QU,

where TU and QU are the tangential and the normal components of
JU, respectively. Then T is an endomorphism of the tangent bundle
TM and Q is a normal-bundle-valued I-form on TM.

For any vector field ~ normal to M, we put

(2.5)

where t~ and f, are the tangential and the normal components of J~,

espectively. Then f is an endomorphism of Tl.M and t is a tangent
bundle-valued I-form on Tl.M.

For the second fundamental form u, we define the covariant
differentiation with respect to the connection on TMfBT.l.M by

(2.6) (fTxlT) (Y, Z) = llHlT ( Y, Z» -u(llx Y, Z) -IT(Y, VxZ)

for any vector fields X, Yand Z tangent to M [6]. Then the equations
of Gauss and Codazzi are respectively given by

(2.7) R(X, Y;Z, W) =R(X, Y;Z, W» + (IT (X, W), u(Y, Z»
- (IT(X, Z), IT( Y, W»,

(2.8) (R(X, Y)Z) 1.= (VxlT)( Y, Z) - (Vyu)(X, Z)

for any vector fields X, Y, Z and W tangent to M, where R denotes
the Riemannian curvature tensor with respect to the induced metric on
M and (R(X, Y)Z).l. means the normal component of R(X, Y)Z.
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3. CR-submanifolds of an l. c. K-manifold.

In this section, we shall define a CR-submanifold of an 1. c. K
manifold and give several fundamental properties of this submanifold.

DEFINITION 3. 1. A submanifold M of an 1. c. K-manifold if is
called a CR-submanifold if there exists a differentiable distribution D :
x--tDxc TxM on M satisfying the following conditions;

(i) D is holomorphic, i. e., JDx=Dx for each xEM and
(ii) the complementary orthogonal distribution D~: x--tDx~cTxM

is totally real, i. e., JDx~cTx~M for each xEM.

If dimDx.1.=O (resp. dim Dx=O) , then the CR-submanifold is
called a holomorphic (resp. a totally real) submanifold. If dim Dx =

dim TxM then the CR-submanifold is called an anti-holomorphic
submanifold or a generic submanifold [15J. ACR-submanifold is
called a proper CR-submanifold if it is neither holomorphic nor totally
real.

It is easy show that T defined in (2. 4) is an almost complex
structure of D, i. e., T2X= -x for any X in D. Hence the dimension
of Dx for each xE M is even.

We denote by v the complementary orthogonal subbundle of JD~ in

T~M. Then we have

(3. 1) T~M=JD.1. EB v, JD~ -l v.

For any vector field U tangent to M and Z in D~, we have

(3.2) VuJZ=-AJz U+E7-&JZ.

By virtue of (1. 3) and (3. 2), we obtain

(3.3) E7uZ+o(U, Z)=-(f3,Z)JU-(U,Z)a+(a,Z)U+JAJZ U
-JE7&JZ.

From this, we get

(3.4) <E7uZ, X)=-<f3, Z)<JU, X)-<U, Z)(a, X)+(a, Z><U, X)
+(JAJZ U, X)

for any vector field U tangent to M, X in D and Z in D~. In (3. 4),
if U is an element of D~ (put it W), then (3. 4) can be written as
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(3.5) (f7wZ, X)= -(a, X)(Z, W)+(JAJZ w, X>.

Thus we have

(3.6) ([W, Z], X) = (J(AJZ W-AJwZ), X)

where [Z, WJ=P'zW-P'wZ.
Next, we can easily show the following;

(3.7) A JZW-AJwZ=(13,Z>W-(13, W)Z

for any Z and W in DJ-. Thus we have from (3. 6) and (3. 7)

PROPOSITION 3.1. In a CR-submanifold M of an I. c. K-manifold M,
the distribution DJ- is integrable.

For any vector field U tangent to M, X in D and ~ in 11, we can
prove

(AeJX, U)=(13, r;)(X, U)-(a, O(JX, U)-(AJeX, U),
that is,

(3.8) AeJX+AJeX=(13, f;)X -(a, r;)JX.

Now, we assume that the distribution D is integrable. Then for any
X and Y in D, [X, Y] is an element of D, that is, <CX, Y], Z)=O
for any Z in DJ-. From this equation we obtain

(3.9) «(J(X, JY) -(J(Y, JX) -2(JX, Y)a, JZ>=O.

Conversely if (3.9) is satisfied, then it is easily seen that the
distribution D is integrable. Thus we have

PROPOSITION 3. 2. The distribution D of a CR-submanifold of an I. c.
K -manifold is integrable if and only if (3. 9) is satisfied.

Let the leaf MJ.. of the distribution DJ- be totally geodesic in M,
that is, P'zW is an element of DJ- for any Z and W in DJ-. This
means (p'zw, X>=O for any X in D. From this, we can prove

PROPOSITION 3.3. The leaf MJ- of the distribution DJ.. of a CR
submanifold M of an I. c. K-manifold if is totally geodesic in M if and
only if

(3. 10)

for any X in D and Z and W in DJ-.

Next, we shall prove
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PROPOSITION 3.4. If, in a CR-submanifold M of an 1. c. K -manifold
M, the distribution D is integrable and the leaf MJ. of DJ. is totally
geodesic in M, then we have

(3.11) A JzJX+JA JzX-2(a,JZ)JX+(a,X)Z+(f3,X)JZ=0
for any X in D and Z in DJ..

Proof. To prove (3. 11), it is sufficient that we show
<AJZJX+JAJZX-2(a, JZ)JX+(a, X)Z+(/3, X)JZ, D EB DJ.

EBJDJ.)= {O}.
By virtue of (3. 9) and (3. 10), we can show the above equation.

4. Covariant differentiations

Let T,f, Q and t be the endomorphisms and the v-ector-bundle-valued
I-forms defined in (2. 4) and (2. 5), respectively. Let us define the
covariant differentiation of T, Q, t and f as follows;

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)

(PuT) V=l7u(TV) - Tl7u V,
(PuQ) V=I7t,(QV) -Ql7uV,
(Put)~=l7u(t~)-tI7&~,

(Puf)~=I7&Cf!~)-fl7&~

for any vector fields U and V tangent to M and any vector field ~

normal to M.
The endomorphism T (resp. the endomorphism f, the vector

bundle-valued I-forms Q or t) is parallel if PT=O (resp. Pf=O,
PQ=O or Pt=O).

From (1. 1), (2. 2) and (2. 5), we can easily show

(4.5) (PuT) V=AQvU+tu((U, V) -</3, V)U+(U, V)f31
-(a, V)TU+(TU, V)a1'

(4.6) (PuQ) V= -u(U, TV) +( U, V)f32-(a, V)QU+(TU, V)a2
+fu(U, V),

(4. 7) (Put)~=Af~U-(/3,~)U-(a,DTU+(QU, ~)a1-TA~U,
(4. 8) (Puf)~=-u(U,t~) -(a, ~>QU+(QU,~)a2-QA~U

for any vector fields U and V tangent to M and any vector field ~

normal to M, where ah 131 and a2, /32 are the tangential and the
normal components of a and {J, respectively.
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5. CR-products of an 1. c. K-manifold

DEFINITION 5.1. A CR-submanifold M of an 1. c. K-manifold M
is called a CR-product if it is locally a Riemannian product of a
holomorphic submanifold MI and a totally real submanifold M.1 of M.

In this section, our main object is to prove the following;

THEOREM 5.1. A CR-submanifold M of an 1. c. K-manifold M is a
eR-product if and only if the endomorphism T is parallel.

Proof. Let M be a CR-suhmanifold of an I. c. K-manifold M and
T be parallel. Then we have from (4.5)

(5.1) AQvU+ta(U, V) -(f3. V)U+(U, V)f31-(a, V)TV
+(TU, V)al=O

for any vector fields U and V tangent to M. In (5. 1), if the vector
field V is in D (put it X), then (5. 1) is written as

(5.2) ta(V, X) -(f3, X)U+(U, X)f31-(a, X)TU+(TV, X)al=O.

From this, we get

(too (U, X), Z) - (f3, X)< U, Z) +(f3, Z)( U, X) - (a, X)( TV, Z)
+(TU, X)(a, Z)=O

for any vector field V tangent to M, X in D and Z in D.1. This
equation means

(5.3) AJZX= -(f3, X)Z+(f3, Z)X -(a, Z)JX

for any X in D and Z in DJ... By virtue of (5. 3), we obtain

(5.4) (AJZX, Y)=(f3, Z)( Y, X)-(a, Z)(JX, Y)

for any X and Y in D and Z in D.1. Since the second fundamental
form a is symmetric, we have from (5.4) (a, Z)=O if Di= {O}.
Taking account of (3. 3), we have

JAJzX=JV'XJZ+(f3, Z)JX+V'xZ+a(X, Z)

for any X in D and Z in D.1. Thus, by virtue of (5. 4) and the
above equation, we have (V'xJY, Z)=O for any X and Y in D and
Z in DJ... This means the leaf M T of D is totally geodesic in M. Of
course, we can easily see the distribution D is integrable.
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Next, we have from (5.1)

AQWZ+tli(Z, W) -(f3, W)Z+(Z, W)f31=O

for any Z and W in DJ.. From this, we get (AJwZ+(Z, W)f3, X)=O
for any X in D. Thus by virtue of Proposition 3. 3, the leaf MJ. of
DJ. is totally geodesic in M.

Conversely, in a CR-product of an 1. c. K-manifold, it is trivial
that the endomorphism T is parallel.

From (5.3), we have

PROPOSITION 5. 2. A CR-submanifold M of an 1. c. K-manifold M is
a CR-product if and only if

(5.5) AJZX= -(f3, X)Z+(f3, Z)X-(a, Z)JX

for any X in D and Z in DJ..

Let M be a CR-product of an 1. c. K-manifold M. Let us calculate
the holomorphic bisectional curvature HB (X, Z) for any units X in D
and Z in DJ., where HB(X,Z) is defined by

(5.6) HB(X, Z) =R(X, JX;JZ, Z).

By the straightfowardcalculation, we get

(5.7) HB(X, Z) =211li(X, Z) 11 2+211 (f3, X)1I2+211(a, X)1I 2

-2I1a1l2+(P'xa, X)+<P'Jxa, JX).

Let the ambient manifold M be an 1. c. K-space form M(H) with
constant holomorphic sectional curvature H. Then we obtain

(5.8) HB(X,Z) = ~ (H+(Vx a,X)+(P'za,Z)-II(a,X)112-/faIl2).

Substituting (5. 8) into .(5. 7), we have

(5.9) H+31la1J2 =411 li (X, Z) 112+411 (f3, X)//2+5!1(a, X)112
+(Vxa, X)-(P'za, Z)+2(VJXa, JX).

Thus we have

PROPOSITION 5. 3. In a CR-product of an I. c. K-space form M(H) ,
we have (5. 9).
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6. CR-submanifolds with VQ=O

In this section, at first, we shall prove

PROPOSITION 6. 1. Let M be a CR-submanifo1d of an 1. c. K-manifo1d
if Then VQ=O if and only if Vt=O. .

Proof. Let t be parallel. Then, by virtue of (4. 7), we have

<AfeU, V)=(f3, t;>(U, V)+(a, t;>(TU, V)-(QU, t;)(a, V)
+(TAeU, V>

for any vector fields U and V tangent to M and any vector field t;
normal to M The above equation means

(a(U, V),ft;)=(U, V)<f3,t;)+(TU, V)(a,t;)-(a, V)(QU,t;)
-(a(U, TV),t;),

which is equivalent to

(6.1) fa(U, V) -a(U, TV) +(U, V)f32+(rU, V)a2
-(a, V)QU=O,

i. e., VQ=O.
Next, we shall prove

THEOREM 6. 2. Let M be a CR-submanifo1d of an 1. c. K -manifold
M. If Q is parallel, then we have

( i) the submanifold M is a CR-product,
(ii) AvDJ. c DJ., and
(Hi) a(X, Z) = -(f3, X)JZ for any X in D and Z in DJ..

Proof. Let Q be parallel. Then we have (6.1). Thus, for any Z
in DJ., we get

-(a(V, TX), JZ)+(X, V)(f32, JZ )+(TV, X)(a2' JZ>
-(a, X>(QV, JZ)=O,

from which,

AJzX= -(a, Z)JX+(f3, Z)X-(f3, X)Z

for any X in D and Z in DJ.. By virtue of Proposition 5. 2, the
above equation tells us that the submanifold M is a CR-product.

In (6. 1), if the vector field U is in DJ. (put it W), then we have
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fq(V, W) +(V, W).s2+(TV, W)a2=0.

The above equation means

for any ~ in v. From this, we get

(6. 2) A~W=-<a,~)W

for any W in DJ. and ~ in v. This equation means (ii).
In (6.1), if we put U=XED and V=ZEDl., then we obtain

fq (X,Z)=O. Moreover, in (6.1), if we put U=ZEDl.and V=XED,
then we have

-q(Z, JX) -<a, X)JZ+fq(X, Z) =0.

Thus we have from the above two equations (iii).
Now, let M be a CR-submanifold satisfying i7Q=O of an 1. c. K

space form M(H). Then, by virtue of (iii) in the above theorem,
the equation (5. 9) can be written as

(6.3) H+311alI 2=811(a, X)1I2+511(.s, X)1I2+(t7xa, X)
-<17za,Z)+2(i7Jxa, JX)

for any units X in D and Z in Dl.. Thus, in our submanifold M, if
dim D z >2 for each x in M, then we can take a X in D as <a, X)=
o and <.s, X)=O. Then the equation (6.3) can be written as

(6.4) H+3I1aIl2=-(a, VxX)+(a, i7zZ)-2(a, t7JxJX).

In the above equation, let us replace X by JX. Then we have

H+3IlaiI 2= -(a, t7JxJX)+ (a, 17zZ)-2(a, i7xX).

By virtue of the above equation and (6.4), we have

(6.5) (a, 17xX)=(a, VJXJX).

Thus we have

(6.6) H+3I1aIl 2= -3(a, VxX)+(a, VzZ)

for any units X in D such that (a, X)=O and Z in Dl.. Thus we have

THEOREM 6. 3. In a CR-submanifold M with i7Q=O of an 1. c. K
space form M (H), if there are two vector fields X in D and Z in Dl.
satisfying the conditions; (i) (a,X)=O, t7xX=O, (ii) fzz=o, then
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the length IlalJ of the Lee form a is constant and the holomorphic
sectional curvature H is non-Positive.

7. Mixed foliate CR-submanifolds

DEFINITION 7.1. A CR-submallifold M of an 1. c. K-manifold M
is said to be mixed foliate if

(i) the distribution D is integrable and
(ii) fleD, DJ..) = {O}.

For a mixed foliate CR-submanifold of an 1. c. K-manifold we shall
prove the following;

PROPOSITION 7. 1. Let M be a mixed foliate CR-submanifold of an
I. c. K -manifold M. Then for any units X in D and Z in DJ.. we have

(7.1) HB(X, Z) -2(13, Z)2= -IIAJZXI12_IIAJZJXI12•

Proof. If M is a mixed foliate CR-submanifold, then we have

(7.2) fleD, DJ..) = {O}, [D, D]cD and (fl(X, JY) -o( Y, JX)
-2(JX, Y)a, JZ)=O

for any X and Y in D and any Z in DJ... By the equation of Codazzi
and (2. 6), we have

HB(X, Z) = -R(X, JX;Z, JZ) = (fl(17xJX, Z) +fl(JX, PxZ)
-fl(PJXX, Z) -fleX, PJ xZ), JZ)

for any units X in D and Z in DJ...
On the other hand, since

(fl(PxJX, Z) -fl(PJXX, Z), JZ)=(AJZf7xJX -AJZpJXX, Z)
= (AJZ[X, JX], Z)=(fl([X, JX], Z, JZ)=O by (7.2)1,2,

we have

(7.3) HB(X, Z) = (fl(JX, PxZ) -fleX, PJXZ) , JZ)
= (AJZJX, f7xZ)-(AJZX, 17JXZ).

Substituting (3. 3) into (7. 3), we get

(7.4) HB(X, Z) = -(13, Z) {(AJZJX, JX)+(AJZX, X)}
+(a, Z) {(AJZJX, X)-(AJZX, JX)} -2(AJzX, JAJZJX).

Furthermore, by virtue of (7. 2), we obtain
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(7.5) HB(X, Z) = -2<13, Z)2-21IAJZJXI12_4<JX, AJzJX)<a, JZ).

Since HB(X, Z) =HB(JX, Z), we have from (7.5)

(7.6) HB(X, Z) = -2(13, Z)2-2IlAJzXIl2+4<X, A JzX)(13, Z).

By virtue of (AJZJX, JX)= -(AJZX, X)-2(a, JZ), (7.5) can be

written as

HB(X, Z) =6<13, Z)2- 2I/AJZJXI/2+4(AJzX, X)(a, JZ).

We have from (7. 6) and the above equation

(7.7) 4(AJZX, X)(13, Z)= -HB(X, Z) +6<13, Z)2-21IAJzJXIl2.

Substituting (7. 7) into (7. 6), we have (7. 1).
If an 1. c. K-manifold is an 1. c. K-space form M(H) , then we

have

(7.8) HB(X,Z)= ~ (H-I/<a,X)112-ll<a,Z)1I2-llaIl2

+i7xiX, X)+<i7za, Z»).

Thus we have from (7. 1) and (7. 8)

COROLLARY 7. 2. Let MCH) be an I. c. K-space form and M be a
mixed foliate submanifold of M (H). Then we have

(7.9) H-II<a, X)i12 -1I<a, Z)1I2-lIaIl2+<i7xa, X)
+<i7za, Z)-411<13, Z)1I 2= -21IAJZXIl2-21IAJzJXW

for any units X in D and Z in Dl-.
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